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Abstract: All around the world,studying abroad can be considered as every student’s 

beautiful dream,even one of their main goal,due to limitness opportunities that it creates.The 

research is aimed at writing some unusual facts about how to study in other countries with 

comfortable atmosphere,as it were ,getting scholarship from foreign and famous universities. 

For many years, there have been investigations on gathering knowledge in other 

countries,student mobility and international student exchange.We can find some specific 

academic magazines,journals and books by international research institutions aiming to 

provide students with more exact details on this subject. 

While conducting this research, the additional data was founded out about adventages 

and disadvantages of studying in foreign nation. 

Although studying abroad involves plenty of money,students can win scholarships 

offered by international universities.However,there are some demands required from you for 

giving these scholarships. 

Key words: Studying abroad,limitness opportunities,international research 

institutions,scholarship. 

 

 

Introduction 

In this modern and technical century,for every  people,gathering more knowledge and 

study,work experience is required for leading a life of luxury.The best way to accomplish this 

mission is studying abroad and learning new,different educational technics as well as good job 

experience in there. 

Obviously, this process can be laborious task, adult learners are challenged best through 

reflections,active learning and placing themselves in uncomfortable situations.Clearly, study 

abroad experience takes students out of their safe, comfort zones and brings them into contact 

with  tough situations and cultural engagements,which are beyond their typical life 

experiences.Admittely,studying in other nation often demands money that can be higher for 

some students to pay. 

Even though there are such kind of difficulties,there are also good points of this view. 

They can learn with high amount of scholarship provided from most international 

universities. One of the most interesting advantages of studying abroad is the exposure to a 
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new system of learning,because  youth are often open to new advantures or such kind of 

situations,so being in such circumtances may make them feel good.Consequently, students are 

trying to take advantage of the opportunities given and do their best to reach their 

ambitions.Thus,according to some researches,over the past decade,the number of students 

studying abroad has more than doubled.For instance,in the 2006-2007 academic years, 

241,791 U.S. students studied abroad,an increase of 8% from the previous year(Institute for 

International Education,2008). 

Discussion 

In every year-in every fall and spring,most of educational institutions offer grants with 

different amount for international young people wanting to study that university.Since 

numerous students have interest in American universities, Harvard University is selected 

firstly. It offers scholarships for postdoctoral research studies.Only Doctor’s Degree students 

can apply for this grand.Postdoctoral Academy scholars will receive an annual stipend of 75 

000$.Each year four to six Academy scholars are named for two-year appointments(within 

two years of the August 1, 2023, start date). 

Futhermore,Berkeley University of California provides grants.To be eligible for the VC 

Berkeley scholarships for students from another countries must maintain a GPA of a 

minimum of 3,7 during the full course,they also have certificates proof their English 

proficiency(TOEFL iBT of 90,TOEFL PBT of 570,or IELTS band 7).As international 

student,you can expect high quality courses in Aerospace Engineering,Armenian studies,and 

Atmosphere Science as well as other programs for bachelors.For Master’s, you  will have 

excellent education in courses, such as Bioprocess Engineering,Chemical and Biomolecular 

Engineering,and Earth and Planetary Science. 

Additionally,Cambridge University award 500 scholarships annually,and supports 

between 1100 and 1400 students in residence each year.The deadline for Camvridge-Trust 

scholarships is usually the first week in December.When it comes to level or fiels of study, 

PhD,MSc, MLitt or a one year postgraduate course in any subject is offered at this university. 

While being talked about studying in another country,the question of which university 

can be the best one to study and whether it is located in a good place,whether it can create 

good atmosphere to gain knowledge for every students should be discussed.The most 

essential one is education system and education atmosphere.There are stark differences 

between the eastern and western ecucational approach.Consequently,each of the distinct 

characteristics of Eastern and Western education are vital in shaping personalities and 

outlooks of students. 

Almost all students give their preference for studying in western universities because of 

their quality education,in the educational environment of Western countries,a democratic 

style of teacher-student is encouraged. It emphasizes on active learning that involves students’ 

active participiation in class and group, the main goal is that students can easily enter into 

discussions and debates with the teacher,thus gaining new knowledge without any difficulties  

in the process of such communication.Students see their role as contributors,not just 

recepients of whatever is spewed out by the instructor in the classroom.So western universities 

can play an essential role in producing successful professionals. 
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The East produces individuals who immensely value their privilege to educate 

themselves and thus have a tendency to have a lifelong love of learning.In addition,Eastern 

systems often instill moral value in education.For example,in China in particular,students 

follow the learning tradition founded by Confucius,who emphasized the vital role of education 

in bringing honor to one’s self,family and society.In eastern educational institutions,there is 

one belief that discipline can outweight any academic difficulty,discrediting any other factors 

that may affect student performance.Futhermore,in East,there is strictful rule that students’ 

failure in academics then fall mainly on their shoulders,or are credited to their parents. 

Conclusion 

All in all, studying abroad is a great opportunity for students to open their mind to new 

perspectives and ways of living, learn foreign languages, and study in locations that 

complement your classroom learning or specific field of study. Students will also make 

lifelong friendships, expand their global network, and gain transferrable skills, which can set 

them up for success as they enter the workforce. 
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